Quality of air means quality of life

Hygienic ventilation and air conditioning units
for the sake of our health: Certified system solutions without compromises

HANSA is a member of the association of manufacturers for air conditioning devices (Raumlufttechnische Geräte e.V.)
About us

The company

Since 1971, the headquarter of HANSA Klimasysteme GmbH is located in Strücklingen in the district of Saterland, which, along with its Sater Friesian, is known as Germany’s smallest linguistic enclave. In contrast, we speak in plain language about our products. We have been guaranteeing sophisticated and high-quality air conditioning systems for more than 45 years.

Since the founding of the company, we have been known for the construction of air-conditioning systems for schools, sports halls, swimming pools and hospitals as well as for the use in industries and process engineering in Germany and world wide.

As member of the association of manufacturers for air conditioning devices (RLT Herstellerverbandes e.V.), we undertake to construct our devices according to the associations’ guidelines to always guarantee quality, operational safety and legal security for our customers and operators of our devices. Our certified (TÜV Süd) construction software ensures comparable energy efficiency labeling.

The construction and production are performed in QM-conditions according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2015.

Our product range

Custom solutions for a range of applications is the central point of our work. We produce individual units for ventilation, air conditioning, heat dissipation and dehumidification.

Also, we offer configurable and scalable standard AHUs for a range of applications.
Hygiene is not only a matter of sterile operating instruments, washed hands and tissues. Everything and everyone is surrounded by room air that must be conditioned according to particular demands.

Our AHUs are a key part of the whole conditioning system, designed to meet the highest standards:

- most recent fan technology
- variable and requirement-oriented secondary systems
- proven technology
- very little noise emissions
- automatic pressure- or airflow control
- redundancy of the primary devices
- intelligent concept of pre-cooling in primary and after-cooling in secondary devices
Application

BL-HY-1510-DPT-ASB-C

Location: Ketteler Krankenhaus Offenbach

Integral air conditioning unit providing medical facilities (DIN 1946-4, class II).

- DDC
- Double plate heat exchanger for heat recovery
- mechanical refrigeration unit with direct evaporator
- Filter class F7 to protect the AHU
- Filter class F9 to protect the duct
- ASB

The AHU provides class II areas in hospitals (DIN 1946-4).
Hansa Blue Line Hy units are tailored for use in e.g. hospitals, tissue- and cell labs, and clean rooms. Completed projects are e.g.

2016:
- Marienkrankenhaus Bottrop
- BG Clinics Bad Reichenhall
- Charité Campus Mitte Berlin
- Ketteler Krankenhaus Offenbach

2015:
- DKH Henriettenstiftung Hannover
- Haßberg-Kliniken Haus Ebern
- Helios Clinics Erfurt
- Markus Krankenhaus Frankfurt

2014:
- Vitos Clinics, Weilmünster
- St. Josefs-Hospital, Wiesbaden
- Centre Hospitalier Emile Mayrisch, Esch sur Alzette
- Unfallklinikum Berlin
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Stockweg 19
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HANSA factory site

HANSA Air Conditioning Systems

Office North/Stade
Office North/Bielefeld
Office North/Butjadingen
Office West/Dülmen
Office West/Waltrop
Office West/Leverkusen
Office Central/Giessen
Office South-West/St. Ingbert
Office South/Nürnberg
Office East/Potsdam
Office East/Bautzen
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